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Across

2. the common people are exploited by 

privileged and seeks

7. jouanlists who called to reform they 

helped expose corrupt government and 

solve social problems

11. distributed over 13 million dollars 

worth of economic aid,the plan 

contributed the rapid renewal of western 

european

13. marked popularity of music that was 

unique to america,black artists were 

accepted as jazz.

15. a British ocean liner that a German 

submarine sank in World War One

16. publicity" the state of being open to 

public knowledge has been used in Russian 

at least since the 18th century

18. an arrangement that allowed people 

to buy what they wanted with a small 

down payment and pay off the rest 

monthly

19. A speech by president Abraham 

Lincoln delivered on November 19,1863 at 

Gettyburg Pennsylvania

20. commercial buses in a large group 

with at least (one black and one white) in 

seats next to each ohet

Down

1. a financial market of a group of 

securities in which prices are rising

3. immigration station were immigrants 

entering the U.S

4. action involves a country extending 

its power by the acquisition of territories

5. A close association of nations or 

other groups formed to advance common 

interest or causes

6. a center of portuguese and dutch 

influence in the 16 and 19 centuries

8. A viral infection transmitted by a 

bite from infected mosquitoes

9. a genocide in which six million 

European Jews were killed by Adolf Hilter

10. capital of hiroshima prefecture and 

the largest city in chugoko region of 

westen honshcia the largest island on 

Japan

12. consists of debt securities issued by 

the government for the purpose of 

financing military operations during the 

war

14. a form of agriculture in which a land 

owner allows a tenant to use the land in 

return of the crops

17. a campaign for state control of 

railroads and gain elevator


